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Theoretical background
Research on scientific misconceptions has been one
of the favored topics in science education literature
for the last four decades. However, it was only in the
1990s that the research of misconceptions in the fields
of physics, chemistry, biology, and history started in
Hungary. Unfortunately, the study of geographical
misconceptions has been underrepresented so far.
Numerous international studies have proved that a wide range
of misconceptions exist in geography as well. Since
misconceptions strongly prevent children from learning even basic
concepts, it is essential for teachers to be aware of their relevance.
Main aims
We aim at finding climate-related misconceptions,
determining their nature, and finding those sources
of geographical information which may result in
the formation of misconceptions.

Pedagogical implications
In order to reduce the formation of misconceptions
and design a more successful teaching process, we
emphasize the significance of the following areas:
Fitting curriculum to children's cognitive
development.
Helping children develop stable reading and
interpreting techniques that help learning and
knowledge consolidation.
Developing engaging and interactive
textbooks that guide children through the
curriculum easily and, at the same time,
anchor their knowledge into everyday life.
Professionalizing teacher training to meet
the standards of the 21st century AND to
prepare teachers for the children of
the 21st century.
Utilizing smart devices in the process of
teaching and learning so that they can
provoke meaningful and responsible
learning and action.
Conclusions
Misconceptions are obstacles in the process of teaching and learning alike. In order to achieve successful learning,
teachers have to be taught how to identify them, and teaching should be planned and carried out with a special
emphasis on “misconception hot spots”. Our results also imply that geographical concepts introduced too early in the
curriculum may result in misconceptions that are difficult to change in higher education. Also, we, teachers, have to
strive for making our students internalize basic geographical information in a way that this information remains
anchored in everyday life and helps students make responsible decisions concerning their and their community's life.
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